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LIVINGWELL
Physicians’ Primary Care
began when five
independent physician
groups joined forces

Celebrating

25 YEARS
of medical care

Susan Bennett, APR, CPRC Guest Columnist | USA TODAY NETWORK – FLORIDA

P

hysicians’ Primary Care of Southwest Florida (PPC) is celebrating its 25th
year as the largest physician-owned and managed multi-specialty pri-

mary care group in Lee County. h It’s a milestone that Managing Physician
Dr. Mary Yankaskas says is the result of five independent physician groups
deciding in 1996 to join forces to preserve their independence. h “It was a time of
change in the national health care system with the influence of insurance companies
and hospital acquisitions. Many well-known local physicians had a desire to remain
independent,” she said. See CARE, Page 2C

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: When children become adults, they
can be treated by a physician in one of the Family or Internal
Medicine offices; The original Cape family practice on Viscaya
Parkway in Cape Coral; PPC won three national awards last year
from the American Medical Association and the American Heart
Association for improving patient health in cholesterol
management, controlling blood pressure and management of Type
II Diabetes. PHOTOS SPECIAL TO THE NEWS-PRESS

ABOVE: Physicians’ Primary Care has more than 270 employees and
providers with 10 offices located in Fort Myers, Cape Coral and
Lehigh Acres. LEFT: The practice includes three specialties: Family
Medicine, Internal Medicine and Pediatrics.
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After weighing all the factors, 26 physicians in family medicine obstetrics/
gynecology and pediatrics merged to
become Physicians’ Primary Care of
Southwest Florida. The merger enabled
the physicians to not only remain independent but to provide enhanced quality patient care.
In subsequent years, Physicians’ Primary Care expanded their medical offices focusing on patient convenience
and efficiency as well as expanded diagnostic and therapeutic services.
The merger wasn’t without its challenges.
“Dealing with different personalities
was the biggest hurdle, but we learned
to work together for the benefit of our
patients,” Yankaskas said,
Another major hurdle occurred in in
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2006, when the administrative office in
Pinebrook Park was demolished in a fire
that also destroyed billing records. This
fire, while disruptive, did not impact ongoing patient care.
“We have an incredible team of physicians and employees who are more
like family than co-workers. Most notably, we have 13 employees who have
been with us for the entire 25 years and
some even longer with their original
practices,” Yankaskas said.
Today, Physicians’ Primary Care continues to be the largest physicianowned primary care group with more
than 270 employees and providers with
10 offices conveniently located in Fort
Myers, Cape Coral and Lehigh Acres.
The practice includes three specialties:
Family Medicine, Internal Medicine and
Pediatrics.
This primary care model means that
PPC can offer medical care throughout
all life stages. Babies and children can
be cared for by a PPC pediatrician.

When children become adults, they can
be treated by a physician in one of the
Family or Internal Medicine offices.
Mom and Dad also can receive healthcare from the Family and Internal Medicine physicians.
“Not only is this model of healthcare
more convenient for our patients, but
your electronic health records follow
you throughout your lifetime, meaning
that you are assured that regardless of
which PPC physician provides your
care, they will have your complete medical history,” Yankaskas said.
PPC in-house services include laboratory, X-rays, CT scans, ultrasound,
physical therapy, lactation services, telehealth and more.
Physicians’ Primary Care also is recognized as a Patient-Centered Medical
Home by NCQA. This model of care
strengthens the relationship between
patient and their primary care physician.
Physicians’ Primary Care has consis-

Chocolate

cal well being. Chocolate is delicious,
yes, but it’s generally high in calories,
sugar and saturated fat. Ensure you eat
nourishing and nutrient-rich foods every day by selecting a variety of colorful
fruits and vegetables, lean sources of
protein, fiber-rich grains, low-fat dairy
and other foods low in saturated fat.
Also, remember to stay hydrated.
Finally, celebrate the little wins. If intentions were set throughout the Easter
holidays to moderate the intake of discretionary foods, then this is something
to be celebrated – no matter the extent!
Although I encourage a more relaxed
attitude toward nutrition during festive
occasions and believe that all things
should be enjoyed in moderation, we all
have different goals and standards that
we set for ourselves, and these should
be respected by others.
Even if things don’t go according to
plan, you should still award yourself
some praise for giving ongoing consideration to your health and fitness goals.

Continued from Page 1C

health and fitness goals.
First, put things into perspective. Before resorting to any radical changes in
your routine to undo any of the Easter
fun, it’s very important that we put
things into perspective. There are 365
days in the year, and when we put together all the annual holidays, celebrations, birthdays and so on, I’m certain
there are at least 350 days that you are
slaying your health and fitness goals. A
handful of days where your nutrition
and training aren’t your No. 1 priority
definitely won’t wreck all of your hard
work. So swap any thoughts you might
have that you’re self-sabotaging for an
acknowledgment that you’re simply enjoying life and celebrating with loved
ones.
Next, get back into your routine.
Whatever nutritional routine was working for you prior to the Easter festivities,
get straight back into it! Whether it’s going to the farmers markets to buy fresh
fruit and veggies, writing out a weekly
meal plans or cooking food in advance,
ensure that these habits and rituals
continue to be implemented as soon as
the holidays are over.
Structure is your savior – you don’t
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tently been recognized year-after-year
for having some of the area’s Top Doctors, as reported by Castle Connolly
Medical Ltd., an independent research
and information company that is the
nation’s leading provider of information
on top physicians.
PPC also won three national awards
last year from the American Medical Association and the American Heart Association for improving patient health in
cholesterol management, controlling
blood pressure and management of
Type II Diabetes.
Yankaskas says PPC’s slogan, “Let
Our Family Take Care of Your Family,”
describes how the staff and physicians
feel about their patients.
“Our plan is to grow and expand
while maintaining quality patient care
and maintaining our culture of letting
our family take care of your family,” Yankaskas said.
For
more
information,
visit
ppcswfl.com.

First, put things into perspective. A handful of days where your nutrition and
training aren’t your No. 1 priority definitely won’t wreck all of your hard work.
GETTY IMAGES

need to restrict yourself moving forward, rather just be mindful that the
Easter festivities don’t roll over into
your regular routine and become the

norm.
Keep nourishing and keep flourishing. Getting back into a healthy nutritional routine will improve your physi-

Angie Ferguson is an exercise physiologist and Tony Robbins Results Coach
from Fort Myers. She also is a Corrective
Biomechanics Specialist, USA Triathlon
Advanced Level 2 coach, USA Cycling
coach, has a Specialty in Sports Nutrition certification, and a PhD in results!
For more training tips, contact her at
www.gearedup.biz
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